
Six additional eastern mussels have become
extinct since 1974.  All were known to be
endangered in 1968.  Three went extinct
before being listed. One was never listed. 
Two went extinct after listing

Extinct Listed

Ochlockonee
moccasinshell

1993 1998

Southern
acornshell

1974 1993

Upland combshell 1988 1993

Green blossom 1984 1976

White catspaw 1993 1976

Lined pocketbook 1976

Nine mussels are on the 2004 USFWS
candidate list.  Eight of them are known to
have been endangered since 1968.  The nine
mussels have spent an average of 20 years in
the ESA listing process and have not yet been
protected.

CASE STUDY TWO:

CURTUS’S PEARLY MUSSEL (PLEUROBEMA CURTUM),
MARSHALL’S PEARLY MUSSEL (PLEUROBEMA MARSHALLI)
STIRRUP SHELL (QUADRULA STAPES)

Curtus’s pearly mussel, Marshall’s pearly mussel, and the stirrup shell
inhabited the Tombigbee River and its larger tributaries in Alabama and
Mississippi. All three were categorized as imperiled species in 1968, but
they were not put on the endangered species list until 1987.  Marshall’s
pearly mussel and stirrupshell were already extinct by then; Curtus’s
pearly mussel was virtually extinct and disappeared several years later.

Why did the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service wait 13.5 years to protect
these mussels?  The major threat to their existence was the three-billion-
dollar Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway project.  The project was under

construction, thus if the mussels were listed, the dam builders would have to redesign it to save the species.  The
political battle would be fierce.  Instead, the Fish and Wildlife Service chose to delay listing until after the project
was complete and thus beyond the reach of the Endangered Species Act.  The choice resulted in the extinction
of least three species.

The waterway was authorized by Congress in 1946.
Construction was to commence in 1971, but a federal judge
temporarily stopped the construction because the waterway’s
impacts–including the likely extinction of five mussels–was not
fully analyzed.   Evidence supporting the injunction included
letters from the Department of Interior warning of the mussels’
pending extinction.  The injunction was lifted in 1972 when the
court ruled that there was no law against driving species extinct. 
That loophole was remedied when the Endangered Species Act
was signed into law in 1973.  From that day forward, the Army
Corps of Engineers was prohibited from causing the extinction
of animals on the endangered species list.  Had the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service’s immediately placed the mussels on the
endangered list, it could have ensured the waterway was
redesigned to save them.  It did not do so.

Two years passed without action and in 1976 the chief of the
Office of Endangered Species issued a memo warning of the
dire consequences of the waterway.  In 1978 agency biologists
stated that the listing was being delayed in order to avoid
conflicts with the waterway and its powerful allies.  In 1979 the
U.S. General Accounting Office exposed the politicization of the
listing process, prompting the Fish and Wildlife Service to
announce in 1980 that the mussels were being considered for
listing. But it was too late for Marshall’s pearly mussel which
became extinct that year.



The Army Corps Engineers, the governors of AL and MS, and several Congressmen lobbied against listing.  The
mussels were put on the candidate list instead of being protected.  Four years later, the stirrup shell became
extinct.  In 1985 construction of Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway was complete and thus no longer vulnerable
to being stopped.  The listing process was suddenly fast-tracked: a proposal was issued in 1986 and a final rule
in 1987.  Both repeatedly emphasized that listing would have no impact on the waterway because the species
and their habitats had already been destroyed.  All conservation actions would have to occur outside the
boundaries of the waterway.

Three freshly dead Curtus’s pearly mussels were found in 1989.  Two more dead shells were found in 1990. 
The species was never seen again.


